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The Conformal Cubic Atmospheric Model 

• CCAM is a variable resolution 

global atmospheric model, 

designed to simulate global and 

regional climate 

 

• A Schmidt transformation can be 

used to focus the grid over a 

region (no lateral boundaries) 

 

• Currently CCAM employs a (non-

hydrostatic) semi-implicit, semi-

Lagrangian dynamical core 

 

• New split-explicit, flux conserving 

dynamical core under 

development (VCAM) The Centre for Australian Weather and Climate Research  

A partnership between CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology 

Example of a variable resolution, conformal cubic 

grid, that has been focused over Australia 



The Conformal Cubic Atmospheric Model 

• Physics options: 

• Convection (McGregor, 2003) 

 

• Prognostic cloud microphysics (3 

tracers) (Rotstayn, 1997) 

 

• Prognostic aerosols (Rotstayn 

and Lohmann, 2002) 

 

• GFDL SEA-ESF radiation 

(Freidenreich and Ramaswamy, 

1999, Schwarzkopf and 

Ramaswamy, 1999) 

 

• Gravity wave drag (Chouinard et 

al 1986) 

 

• CABLE land-surface scheme 

(+urban) (Kowalczyk et al 2007, 

Thatcher and Hurley, 2012) 

 

• Prognostic E-, Eddy Dissipation 

and Mass Flux counter gradient 

terms (EDMF) for boundary layer 

mixing (Hurley, 2007) 
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Motivation – coupled regional simulations 

• Aim to improve regional scale 

simulations by developing an 

efficient in-line ocean model for 

CCAM, that is suitable for 

massively parallel architectures 

 

• Since the grid can be focused 

over any region, then the coupled 

model needs to be easy to set-up 

 

• Regional simulations still need to 

be constrained to follow the 

behavior of different GCM 

projections at large spatial scales 

(e.g., ensembles) 
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Coupler approach 
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Single executable approach 
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ATM 

OCN 

Message passing 
Ocean 

processor 

Atmosphere 

processor 

PROs: No additional message passing for 

 high frequency coupling. Relatively 

 easy for users to set-up different grid 

 configurations with reasonable load 

 balance 

CONs: Atmosphere and ocean grids 

 are constrained to be the same (e.g., 

 eddy resolving). Need a grid with 

 good dispersion behavior for both 

 ocean and atmosphere 

 



Motivation – reversible staggering 

• In this talk we outline the design of a prototype in-line ocean model that 

is coupled to the CCAM regional climate model 

 

• The model employs a reversible staggering strategy for winds and 

currents, which theoretically has good dispersion properties for both 

the atmosphere and ocean modeling components 

 

• The system was intended for regional climate modeling, where ideally 

eddies are resolved in the target region.  The model needs to be cost 

effective when compared to massively parallel host GCMs / ESMs. 

 

• On a sufficiently powerful machine, the grid stretching factor can be 

relaxed and CCAM approaches a global model configuration 
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Reversible staggering of winds 

 

• CCAM employs a reversibly 

staggered grid, where wind 

vectors pivot between Arakawa A 

and C grids 

 

• Originally developed for the 

atmosphere to improve the 

treatment of Coriolis terms 

 

• Potentially also useful for 

modeling ocean dynamics 
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Illustration of the staggered winds for the 

conformal cubic grid 



Dispersion behaviour for linearized shallow-

water equations 
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Typical atmosphere case Typical ocean case 

N.B. the asymmetry of the R grid response disappears by alternating the reversing direction each 

time step, giving same response as Z (vorticity/divergence) grid 

 

Acknowledgements to John McGregor 



Reversible staggering of winds 

 

• For the atmosphere, relating the stagged and unstagged winds 

reduces to a cyclic, tri-diagonal matrix (Vandermonde formula) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• This system of equations is solved in CCAM using an iterative method.  

Six iterations are usually sufficient 
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X = staggered (C), | = unstaggered (A), * = pivot 



Reversible staggering of currents 

• For the ocean, reversible staggering becomes more complicated near 

land boundaries 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• N+1 A-grid points compared to N C-grid points (C-grid is ‘fundamental’) 

• Vandermonde formula needs to be truncated at coastlines 

• Currently use an approach that preserves a constant current 

• Six iterations is also sufficient to solve for the system of linear equations 
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Land 

 

Land 

X = staggered (C), | = unstaggered (A), * = pivot 



Design of the R-grid ocean model 

• To explore the implications of reversible staggering for the ocean, we 

have developed a simple, in-line ocean model for CCAM 

 

• The ocean model is currently semi-implicit, semi-Lagrangian 

(eventually to be upgraded to VCAM).  We also employ z-sigma 

coordinates (i.e., for coastal modeling).  Follows Shchepetkin and 

McWilliams (2003) 

 

• Includes tidal forcing and some basic river routing for inflows and 

overflows (Miller et al 1994) 

 

• KPP (Large et al 1993) used to represent the ocean mixed layer 

 

• Sea-ice is currently represented as a cavitating fluid (Flato and Hibler, 

1992).  Plan to upgrade sea-ice to Elastic-Viscous-Plastic the future. 
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Preliminary results – regional simulations 
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60 km - C48 L18 O20 – 4 years only - Downscaling 

• Preliminary regional simulations show some promising features, but 

surface height gradients are too strong and are influenced by the 

downscaling method 

Plot of monthly mean effective surface 

height and currents, with SST-only forcing 

m 

Schematic of currents around Australia 



Preliminary results – regional simulations 
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60 km - C48 L18 O20 – 4 years only - Downscaling 

• Constraining the model more weakly to follow the host model does 

help, but needs more work 

Plot of monthly mean effective surface 

height and currents, with temperature-only 

forcing 

m 

Same as to the left, but only constrained near 

surface 

m 



Scaling issues - grid decomposition 
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Scaling issues – regional simulations 
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Uniform decomposition: 

30% speed-up < 144 cores, 

or approx 36 grid points per 

decomposition domain 

Face decomposition: 

Better granularity as 

decomposition domain 

is 6 times larger 

Performance was 

limited by disk IO, 

which motivated 

the development of 

a parallel file 

system 

SGI UV1000 



Scaling issues – global simulations 
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Parallel disk IO system significantly 

improved scalability.  Files can be 

recombined with 8 processors in a few 

minutes 

Satisfactory scaling up to 900+ 

processors (ocean coupling every 

10 mins timestep) 

Slightly improved 

results when 

employing SOR 

instead of Conjugate 

Gradient.  Could try 

multi-grid methods, 

or new VCAM 

dynamical core 

Sun Constellation 



Downscaling methods - atmosphere 

• For downscaling applications, we use a variable resolution grid that is 

focused over a target region 

• Large length scale data from a host GCM can be assimilated using 

scale-selective filters, suppressing error growth at coarse resolution 

grid points.  Typically used for regional climate ensembles 
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Grid allows feedback to global scales 

Scale-selective 

filter to assimilate 

Host GCM data 

GCM 

CCAM 



Downscaling methods - ocean 

 

• A similar downscaling approach is being trialled for the ocean 

component.  Can neglect Gent-McWilliams parameterization in a 

downscaling mode, as the filter will correct for the unresolved eddies 

on coarse grid boxes 

 

• We have used convolution-based scale-selective filters, which are easy 

to implement on variable-resolution grids and allow flexibility with 

coast-lines (i.e., non-periodic) 

 

• Currently improving scalability by limiting the convolution to a 

neighborhood of processors and improving the efficiency of reading the 

input host dataset 
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Downscaled Climate for Australia 
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SSTs with coupled ocean and 5o filter Difference between prescribed SSTs and 

simulated SSTs  

• Example of local adjustment to Sea Surface Temperatures (SSTs) from 

in-line ocean model 

60km - C48 L18 O20 – 4 years only - Downscaling 



Conclusions 

• We have constructed a prototype coupled regional climate model using 

a reversible staggering grid for both ocean and atmosphere 

 

• The global simulation scales satisfactorily to 900+ processors for a 50 

km resolution, 35/30 level atmosphere/ocean grid, with 10+ simulation 

years per day 

 

• Further work can be focused on the VCAM split-explicit, flux conserving 

dynamical core or implementing multi-grid methods 

 

• We are currently improving and evaluating the performance of the 

model 
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Thank you 
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